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I am deeply honored to have been
chosen as the 2008 Osler lecturer
for the Vancouver Medical Asso-

ciation. It is inspiring to know that
these lectures have been given here
every year since 1921, starting just 
2 years after Osler’s death.

Allow me to take this opportunity
to congratulate you—the members of
the Vancouver Medical Association
on the great longevity of your associ-
ation—110 years in existence is worth
recognizing and celebrating! The fab-
ric of physician intercollegiality has
been challenged over the years with
the gradual disappearance of natural
gathering places such as the doctor’s
lounge in the hospitals. Organizations
like this one are essential to our iden-
tity as a profession.

The main focus of my talk will be
to reflect on how Osler’s work can
contribute to the evolution of modern

medicine. But before I proceed, I must
share with you that while much may
have changed since the days Osler
practised, there is at least one constant
that I have personally experienced.
When he moved from McGill to 
Baltimore and then to Oxford, Osler
was given an incredibly warm wel-
come from the local medical commu-
nity. I have to thank my colleagues,
many of whom are present tonight, for
all of their support, which made my
recent transition to the Canadian West
Coast such a wonderful and positive
experience.

While on personal ground, I must
add that Osler has always had a spe-
cial role in my life—he has been an
incredible inspiration ever since the
days I discovered his legacy as an
undergraduate student at our common
alma mater, Montreal’s McGill Uni-
versity. Indeed, I was introduced in
my first week at McGill to what
became my sacred retreat. It’s a lesser
known fact that Osler’s entire library,
including the books, registry, oak 
paneling, and furniture, was moved
posthumously to the McGill Universi-
ty Medical Library. Sir William and
Lady Osler’s ashes actually rest in a
niche within the library, behind a
sculpted panel, surrounded by his
beloved books.

I was privileged to be able to
reserve his desk for many hours and
settle there to study. And I have to
admit that much of that time was actu-

ally spent reading books randomly
plucked from the richness of Osler’s
handpicked collection—the “Biblio-
theca Osleriana.” And what an enrich-
ing experience that was!

A life well lived
Osler is deservedly one of the most
famous, esteemed, and influential
physicians in the history of modern
medicine. He led a vibrant, energetic,
enthusiastic life that was anchored by
the commitment to work, the beauty
of generosity, and the enjoyment of
life and people.

Sir William Osler was born in
1849 in Upper Canada in Bond Head
(now Ontario). He started his medical
studies at the Toronto School of Med-
icine (which was a proprietary, or pri-
vately owned, institution, not to be
confused with the Medical Faculty of
the University of Toronto).

Then Osler went to McGill Uni-
versity in Montreal, where he obtained
his medical degree, and after some
postgraduate training in Europe, he
returned to McGill as a professor and
began his illustrious career.

In 1884 at the age of 35 he left
McGill for Philadelphia and eventual-
ly Baltimore, where he became the
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nothing.” Well, in the years when
Osler first became a physician, this
was unfortunately still true and, in
fact, the evolution of science allowed
people to obtain proof about what the
prescient French philosopher had only
imagined to be true. It had become
quite obvious that not only were the
so-called “treatments” not helpful, the
great majority of them were actually
harmful.

At the time, in North America:
• Pneumonia and tuberculosis were

robbing families of all social stand-
ing of their loved ones regardless of
age and general health.

• Lister’s antisepsis techniques were
slowly trickling into hospitals and
operating rooms.

• Laboratory confirmation of diagno-
sis was a relative novelty.

• In hospitals, patients slept on straw
mattresses or even dirty wooden
floors.

• X-rays were making some intrigu-
ing claims about aiding diagnosis.

• The only remedy that was shown to
work for malaria was quinine.

• Smallpox, despite an available vac-
cine, remained rampant.

• Many medical schools were “pro-
prietary,” unaffiliated with a college
or university and run by one or two
doctors whose goal was to make 
a profit. A degree was typically
awarded after only 2 years of study,
which did not necessarily involve
any laboratory work or anatomical
dissection.

• Regulation of the medical profes-
sion was almost nonexistent.

Indeed, with Osler’s ardent leader -
ship, medicine was revolutionized—
diagnosis became possible, diseases
were reclassified, and public health
was prioritized. Patients were listened
to and were examined. They were
encouraged to get outdoors and be
active as a possible cure for tubercu-
losis. The therapeutic effect of the
physician-patient relationship was
recognized.

first chief of staff at Johns Hopkins
Hospital and, in partnership with three
other physicians, he led the new Johns
Hopkins University School of Medi-
cine to become the premier medical
educational program of his time. In
1892 he published the first great text-
book of modern medicine, The Prin-
ciples and Practice of Medicine, and
also married the love of his life, Lady
Grace Osler.

In 1905 they moved to England
where he was appointed to the regius
chair of medicine at Oxford, which he
held until his death in 1919, continu-
ing to publish, lecture, and inspire.

The evolution of modern
medicine
In April 1913 Osler delivered a series
of six lectures at Yale University, titled
“The Evolution of Modern Medi-
cine,” for the Siliman Foundation lec-
ture series.

This series was quite necessary as,
in a 50-year span, Osler witnessed rev-
olutionary changes within the practice
of medicine as well as the profession
itself. He described the series in the
preface of the published edition as “an
aeroplane flight over the progress of
medicine through the ages.”

If Osler were transported to our
world today, he would recognize
many dimensions as part of his legacy
to the medical profession—from the
way we educate physicians to the way
we approach, diagnose, and treat
patients.

There are, however, some things
that didn’t quite exist in his time—
beyond the obvious such as scientific
innovations and technology. He would
not have heard of anything even
remotely resembling concepts such 
as rationing, wait list management,
health human resource crisis, strate-
gic planning, or return on investment.

In the 18th century, Voltaire said,
“Doctors are men who prescribe med-
icines of which they know little, to
cure diseases of which they know less,
in human beings of whom they know
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And how did Osler successfully
lead these massive changes? Examin-
ing his legacy, three key elements of
success emerge: first, aequanimitas;
second, creating a microcosm of suc-
cess; and third, working in unity with-
in the profession.

Medicine forms a remarkable
world-unit for hope
Aequanimitas: Osler’s concept that
could be summarized as imperturba-
bility, or working one day at a time
through incremental changes but
never losing the ultimate objective.

Where everyone saw scarcity, he
was able to create the perspective of
abundance. Where others saw insur-
mountable problems, Osler saw ele-
ments on which he could build a 
better future for all. In fact, that was
one of his most defining personality
traits—while no stranger to stress and
depression, his infectious optimism
leveraged his humanistic outlook to
create innumerable instances of pre-
vailing against odds.

That is exactly what is called,
today, “shifting from a culture of
scarcity to one of abundance.” Dr Don
Berwick, founder of the Institute for
Health Improvement, helped main-
stream this notion of shifting from a
culture of scarcity to one of abundance
within health care and has been able to
recognize and create powerful exam-
ples of abundance at work.

Abundance is a concept complete-
ly unrelated to funds or means. Let me
give you an example. When we say
“elite,” what often comes to mind is
the upper class. But the new definition
of elite is simply “someone with more
of”—more energy, more ability, more
education, more passion, and so on.
So within medicine, what do we have
more of that we can leverage? Where
is our until-now-unseen abundance?

What can we do with the immense
new opportunities afforded to us by
the massive changes in society, sci-
ence, and technology? The incredible
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interest patients have in their own
care? What can we do with the incred-
ible energy, intelligence, passion, and
wisdom of physicians—individually
and collectively?

Creating a microcosm 
of success
Before all business gurus began advo-
cating for the “quick wins” approach
to change management, Osler realized
the need to implement his ideas, make
them work, and demonstrate the success
in a way that makes others follow. That
was his second element of success.

For example, Osler believed that
students need anatomical and lab train-
ing and direct exposure to patients. At
Johns Hopkins he implemented his
beliefs—he established the 3rd- and
4th-year clinical clerkships and the
concept of full-time residency pro-
grams (which back then lasted from 7
to 8 years and involved living in the
“resident” areas within the hospital).

Osler was so effective in demon-
strating the success of his approach
that he made it easy for Flexner to then
use the Johns Hopkins University
School of Medicine as the ideal exam-
ple for all to follow. The Flexner report
published in 1910 shook the medical
education system to its core and pro-
duced the medical training system that
we know today.

Unity of the profession
I want to leave you with a final Osler-
ian thought—the third key element—
the importance of unity within the 
profession.

How do professions ensure that
they have a powerful voice? Social
scientists agree that the combination
of three elements is necessary:
• A quasi-monopoly on their knowledge.
• A special relationship with their

patients, the public, and the elites.
• Highly sophisticated collective

organizations.
Osler worked tirelessly to advo-

cate for and create unity in the pro -

fession. He was very involved in all
kinds of medical societies; at one time
he was a member in as many as 70 
different associations! In 1884 he 
was elected as the 17th president of
the Canadian Medical Association.
His presidential address titled, “The
Growth of the Profession,” was a
sweeping overview of medicine and
medical education, a brilliant presen-
tation of challenges and solutions, and
an admonishment to colleagues to be
present and active in their medical
organizations.

I am biased in favor of medical
organizations just as Osler was. He
said, “No physician has the right to
consider himself as belonging to him-
self; but all ought to regard them-
selves as belonging to the profes-
sion,”1 and “The chief weakness of
the profession lies in its tendency to
break into cliques and coteries, the
interests of which take precedence
over other of wider and more public
character. From this a baneful indi-
vidualism is likely to arise, with every
man for himself. A centrifugalising
influence against which this [society]
is and has been the only enduring
protest.”2

Out of the three elements identi-
fied earlier that allow a profession to
yield a powerful professional voice,
the third, “highly sophisticated col-
lective organizations,” is the only 
element that currently faces no mas-
sive external contest or competition.
We need to continue to leverage it as
we have to date.

The evolution of modern medicine
today can be perhaps summarized as
red tape, hurdles, and fences, and we
all wish for a better environment in
which to practise our art and science.

I will not describe the challenges
of the medical world we live in. You
know them as well as I do. But as Dr
Jonas Salk, inventor of the original
polio vaccine, once said, “I have had
dreams and I have had nightmares, 
but I have conquered my nightmares
because of my dreams.”

My dreams include more recogni-
tion for quality full-spectrum care. A
world where doctors get to be doctors.
Where information and technology
necessary for patient care is readily
available. Where timely booking of
referrals and diagnostic tests does not
require pleading calls to colleagues
and there is no more struggling to find
a locum/MD willing to take over a
practice either to get time off or to
retire. A world where physicians are
treated by the system as an asset.
Where decision makers are accessi-
ble, they have authority, and are local-
ly accountable.

Many changes are afoot and we, as
a unified profession, are all going to
have to gather yet again our abundant
and untapped resources and lead the
way. And, to quote Osler again, “Few
men have had more favorable oppor-
tunities than I have had to gauge the
actual conditions in professional pri-
vate life, in the schools, and in the
medical societies, and as I have seen
them in the past 20 years I am filled
with thankfulness for the present and
with hope for the future.”3
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